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Response to BBC Trust consultation  

on the syndication of BBC on-demand content. 

Audience Council Wales regularly hosts outreach events across Wales and has, 

during 2011 hosted four events in Cardiff, two events in Dyffryn Nantlle, two events 

in Wrexham, one event in Mold, and another event is due to take place shortly. It 

has been striking during recent years that on-demand content is now far higher in 

the awareness and experience of audience members than previously and that 

consequently the issue of the syndication of BBC on-demand content is now of 

active interest to a broad range of audiences in Wales. Clearly there is some 

variation in this level of interest, but many young people now cite on-demand as 

their method of choice to access BBC Audio-Visual content. 

Audience Council Wales welcomes the BBC Trust proposals for the syndication of 

BBC on-demand content and wishes to contribute the following points to the 

consultation. 

1. Participants at recent audience outreach events have emphasised the 

importance of BBC AV material being available on as many platforms 

as possible, with tablet and smartphones being increasingly used to 

access both long-form and short-form material. There is a 

generational gap in this trend but it appears to the Council to be less 

obvious than it was some three or four years ago, with middle-aged 

and older people now also increasingly using such devices in their 

everyday lives. 

2. The Council considers it crucial that content from the Nations (TV opt-

out programming and content from Nations radio stations) is as 

readily available on any new devices or third party platforms as 

materials first broadcast on Network – including material in Welsh. The 

Council considers this should be a positive consideration in any future 

syndication agreements as should the matter of prominence of this 

material so as to ensure easy navigability and accessibility. 



3. The Council is aware from its engagement with audiences that on-

demand content is increasingly important the method of choice for 

younger audiences in accessing BBC content. Increasing the means by 

which the BBC’s content can be accessed, while important to all 

sectors of the BBC’s audiences, could be particularly important in 

terms of retaining loyalty and awareness of BBC content amongst 

those in their twenties and thirties which from audience outreach 

events appear to Council to be the most enthusiastic adopters of on-

demand provision.  

4. The Council agrees with the Trust’s proposals that any syndication of 

material should ensure the protection of the BBC brand, ensure 

technical integrity, maximise delivery of the public purposes and 

ensure a high-quality experience for the user. 
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